MAILROOM HEAVY DUTY
MAILING SYSTEM IJ-90
The Neopost IJ-90 delivers advanced time
saving technology to make your mailroom
more efficient and effective.
• Envelope processing speeds
of up to 220 letters per minute
• Process mixed mail up to 16mm thick
• Track expenditures for up to 500 departments
• PC interface for exporting data and reports

FEATURES & BENEFITS
OPERATIONAL EFFICIENCY
Up to 220 envelopes/mn
I-weigh™

BETTER MAIL MANAGEMENT
WITH ADVANCED ACCOUNTING
If you’re looking for better control of your
mailing expenditure, the IJ-90 makes it
simple. Connect it to a PC equipped with
Neopost’s postage management software
so you can track, allocate and analyse
your postal costs by department, postal
rates and time periods.

ONE-TOUCH RE-CREDITING WITH DIAMOND

MAIL QUALITY & SECURITY

BUDGET OPTIMISATION

Many re-crediting systems are slow and complicated, often requiring long
calls. The IJ-90 helps you avoid all that. Neopost’s® Diamond system
refills your machine with postage in just a few key strokes, getting you
back to business in seconds – 24 hours a day, 365 days a year.

PRICING IN PROPORTION: I-weigh™

100, 200 or 500

SYSTEM SPECIFICATIONS

Pricing in Proportion is the method Australia Post prices mail according
to both its size and weight. The Neopost I-weigh has been designed
with this in mind and well suited to enhance your IJ-90 in any professional
mailroom or office environment.

IJ-90

THE HEAVY DUTY
MAILING SYSTEM
FOR DEMANDING NEEDS

WHY CHOOSE GBC

M od ular p e rforman ce t h at b oost s y our mai lroom e ffici cency

Being ISO 9001 and 14001 certified,
Neopost will serve you according to
the highest process, quality and
environmental standards.

MAILROOM HEAVY DUTY
MAILING SYSTEM IJ-90

ALWAYS THE RIGHT PRICE,
NEW POSTAGE RATES DOWNLOADED
AUTOMATICALLY VIA PHONE LINE

INTELLIGENT TECHNOLOGY
THAT’S A PERFECT FIT FOR YOUR BUSINESS
The Neopost IJ-90 delivers high speed with low costs, transforming
your mailing operation. It saves time and money, with lightning-fast mail
processing and intelligent technology that helps make your mailroom
more effective and productive. When you need speed, dependability and
sophisticated mail management options, put the IJ-90 at the heart of
your mailing system.

The large, touch-screen control
panel is programmable to
make operating the IJ-90
simple and intuitive

PROCESS UP TO 13,200 ITEMS PER HOUR
FEED AND SEAL MAIL UP TO 16MM THICK
ACCURATELY WEIGH MAIL IN-MOTION
AND APPLY EXACT POSTAGE

The mixed mail feeder
eliminates time wasted
sorting mail by size,
thickness or weight and
handles your mail at up to
13,200 envelopes per hour

Built for environments where performance and versatility are a must,
the IJ-90 gives you maximum performance with quiet operation
in a high-speed, easy to use solution. Designed to grow with
your needs, the IJ-90 is ultra-reliable and optimises productivity
levels at your business.

Automatic label dispenser
stores and prints up to 70 labels,
for swift and easy parcel post

The pump-fed water spray sealing
system ensures a perfect envelope
seal and cleans easily without a
service call

CONTROL AND ALLOCATE POSTAL COSTS
FOR UP TO 500 ACCOUNTS
CONNECT TO A PC TO TRACK, ANALYSE
AND MANAGE POSTAL EXPENDITURES

KEEP OPERATING COSTS
UNDER CONTROL
The Neopost Dynamic Scale allows
in-motion weighing, so you save time
and simplify your entire mailing process

A MODULAR SYSTEM FOR ULTIMATE MAILING EFFICIENCY
The IJ-90 is a truly modular system that can be customised according to your needs. Its unique design makes it easy to add options and features
as your needs evolve. Parts can be replaced in minutes, simplifying maintenance and ensuring maximum efficiency.
Neopost’s high-capacity feeder has an adjustable side guide to hold your large stacks of mail in place. High-volume, same sized mailing are dealt
with in minutes, and an optional conveyer-stacker neatly collects your mail – saving even more time and boosting mailroom productivity.

MAXIMUM FLEXIBILITY IN HANDLING ENVELOPES

A WIDE CHOICE OF WEIGHING OPTIONS

With the IJ-90, productivity comes with flexibility. The mixed mail feeder
easily handles letters of different sizes in either portrait or landscape,
saving you time by not having to presort mail. It also handles all kinds of
envelopes – nested or non-nested, which can be sealed or not according
to your needs.

Neopost’s I-weigh™ dynamic scale weighs items of up to 1kg in-motion,
automatically and accurately adjusting the postal rate. The IJ-90 can
interface with external scales or integrated weighing platforms that can offer
differential weighing capabilities up to 30kg. Posting larger items is made
easy with the built-in label dispenser.

The new ink tank system helps you reduce
operating costs, producing an extremely
high volume of impressionsper cartridge
at a very lost cost. The cartridge can be
conveniently replaced in seconds.

PROJECT A QUALITY IMAGE
100% inkjet and 100% digital technology gives you sharp, clear printing
that enhances the professional look of your organisation. A choice of nine
customised slogans can be loaded from memory cards and you can add
your company name, greetings, slogans – even logos and photographs.

TOUCH-SCREEN TECHNOLOGY MAKES OPERATING EASY

PERFORMANCE AT THE CORE OF YOUR MAILING SYSTEM

The IJ-90 is very ease to use, whether for walk-up mail or as a professional,
high-demand mailing system. A clear, intuitive interface is big enough to
read and operate easily. Both first-time users and experience operators
will enjoy fast, direct access to important information and one-touch recall
of regular jobs.

When linked to a folder inserter, the IJ-90 comes with all the power you
need in a complete mailroom solution, with continuous, ready to mail
processing. Mail is folded, inserted, sealed, weighed and metered in a
single, automatic process, enabling the IJ-90 to deal with large mailshots
and other marketing activities in a matter of minutes.

